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Abstract—Power supply integrity has become a critical concern with the rapid shrinking feature size and the ever increasing power
consumption in nanometre scale integration. In particular, on-chip communication, in platforms such as networks-on-chip (NoC),
dictates the power dissipation and overall system performance in multi-core systems and embedded computing architectures. These
architectures require a dedicated tool for analyzing the power supply noise which must embed distinctive communication characteristics
and spatial parameters. In this paper, we present a tool dedicated for determining the on-chip VDD drops due to communication
workload in NoCs. This tool integrates a fast power grid model, a NoC simulator, an on-chip link model and a microarchitectural
power model for router. The model has been rigorously verified using SPICE simulations. The proposed model and tools are further
exemplified through analyzing the impact of power supply noise for NoC links. Statistical timing analysis of NoC links in the presence of
power supply noise was performed to evaluate the bit error rates. This work would enable better understanding of the tradeoffs existing
in the design of NoCs, and the induced power supply noise due to on-chip communication. This understanding is crucial for the analysis
of the quality of service (QoS) of communication fabrics in NoCs at the early design stages.
Index Terms—Networks-on-chip, power supply noise, power grid simulation, on-chip routing, timing analysis, power grid granularity,
probability of error, bit error rate.
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I NTRODUCTION

P

OWER supply noise has adverse effects on digital
circuit performance and reliability. It could cause
signal deterioration and create soft errors. Recently, it
has been reported that variation in power supply would
have significant impacts on operational frequency and
system power dissipation [1], [2]. Both resistive (IR) and
inductive (∆I) voltage drops are sources of power supply noise. The resistive voltage drop occurs mainly due
to the resistance of power delivery wires in the power
grid network and increases with the amount of current
delivered through these wires. On the other hand, the
inductive drop is mainly due to wire inductance in the
package as well as in the grid wires and is proportional
to the rate of change of current.
Technology scaling exacerbates the problem of power
supply noise for many reasons. Firstly, wire thickness
in the power network is rapidly shrinking. This substantially increases the resistance of the power delivery
wires. Also, the demand for power delivery is rapidly
increasing. These facts promotes higher IR drop. Secondly, higher switching frequency increases ∆I drop.
Thirdly, lower operating voltage decreases the noise
margin. Consequently, voltage drop as a percentage of
supply voltage is rapidly increasing. For example, the
voltage drop can be up to 30% of nominal supply voltage
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in 65 nm technology if the necessary precautions are
not taken [3]. Mitigating power supply noise becomes
a grand challenge for the sustainability of future largescale integration development.
Some research efforts have focused on studying the
impact of power supply noise on the performance of
VLSI circuits, while others are aimed to mitigate this
noise. The traditional technique for power supply noise
mitigation is the use of on-chip decoupling capacitors. In
[4], [5] techniques are proposed to determine the optimal
values and positions of decoupling capacitors for minimizing the power supply noise during floor-planning.
Optimal power-gating scheduling is also proposed to
minimize the voltage drop caused by the switching
activities in the gated blocks [6].
Power delivery network design optimized for Dynamic Voltage Scaling systems (DVS) is also considered
in [7], where a model that uses the Markov decision
process (MDP) to minimize the total energy demand
when the system works in this power management
mode.
The above techniques are examples of power supply
noise mitigation at the circuit level. At higher levels and
for multi-core systems, workload assignment can have
significant impact on the induced power supply noise
in the system. In [8], a simulated-annealing approach is
employed to optimize assignment of workloads to the
cores, such that the resulting power supply noise can
be minimized. However, they considered independent
tasks running on these cores and, thus, ignored intrachip communication.
The emerging multi-core systems require dedicated
Published by the IEEE Computer Society
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and high-performance on-chip communication systems. Network-on-chip (NoC) had been proposed as a
promising infrastructure to deliver scalable and highperformance on-chip communication [9].
The power budget of the NoC takes up significant
overall portion in NoC-based systems. For instance, the
routers in MIT-RAW CMP network consumes about 40%
of the tile power, and the communication network takes
up to 35% of the overall system power [10]. A measurement for the Intel’s 80-tile TeraFLOPS CMP reported
that the communication power budget is about 28% [11].
This imply that on-chip communication workload is responsible for a considerable portion of the overall power
supply noise. In contrast to conventional models for logic
or microprocessors, this portion of power supply noise
would have an interesting correlation to the temporal
and spatial distributions of the traffic load. This load
can be determined in the early design stages, once the
application characteristics are known.
Due to aggressive technology scaling, multi-core systems and, particularly, on-chip interconnection networks
are more and more prone to various sources of noise.
Apart from power supply noise, which is a major source
of errors, process variation, crosstalk, thermal and leakage are other examples of error sources. All of these
noises can cause errors and contribute to degradation of
performance. Thus, error control techniques are needed
for fault tolerance and to provide the quality of service
(QoS) required by the target application [12], [13]. More
importantly, it requires accurate estimations of error
and fault rates from various sources at early design
stage [14]. For independent noise sources, fault rates can
be modelled separately and their effects can be added
to account for a general estimation of fault tolerance
metrics.
In this work, a tool for analyzing power supply noise
dedicated for networks-on-chip is presented. It captures
the supply voltage variations caused by communication
loads across the chip. This model will allow us to
better understand the tradeoffs existing in the design
of communication links and, in particular, evaluate the
relationship between the voltage or frequency and fault
rate or bit error rate (BER). This relationship is crucial
for early stage analysis of the quality of service (QoS) of
communication fabrics in NoCs. The major contributions
of this paper are summarized as follows:
1) Develop a tool which employs an integrated model
of power supply noise in NoCs. Detailed circuit
level design parameters and application-specific onchip communication dynamics, including traffic pattern and link bandwidth, are considered. This tool
provides a compact integration of NoC power and
area model, an NoC simulator, on-chip link model
and a power grid model.
2) Rigorous evaluation of the model accuracy and the
impact of power grid granularity on this accuracy
has been carried out using SPICE verifications. This,
also, gives an insight on the scalability and the
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trade-offs between simulation time and accuracy of
the power grid model.
3) The model has been employed to analyze the power
supply noise in networks-on-chip. Novel observations about power supply noise distribution and
variation due to different routing algorithms and
traffic patterns are found.
4) The impact of the resulting power supply noise on
the performance has been studied. Statistical timing
analysis of the link delay caused by the power
supply noise is performed. Moreover, high level
fault metrics such as the probability of timing errors
and bit error rates are, also, evaluated based on real
world and synthetic communication scenarios.

2

BACKGROUND

AND

R ELATED WORK

NoCs are used to connect components on the same chip.
The transfer of data is achieved in a way similar to
conventional computer networks where packet switching is used and packets are routed from the source
to the destination. A packet is split into smaller data
units called flits. The interconnected components can
be general purpose microprocessors, memory blocks or
control circuitry. Each component (IP) is attached to a
router which is used as a gateway to connect the IP to
other IPs and to route information for the overall system.
The term tile is often used to stand for the IP core and
the corresponding router.
Many tools have been developed to model NoC power
and area for early-stage design space exploration [15],
[16], [17]. These tools aim to help designers evaluate
their design in the early stages and explore different
design strategies and techniques which will result in an
initial estimation of the significance of a specific design
technique. Other researchers focused on optimizing floor
planning and topology [16], [18], [19], and application
mapping [20], [21]. The majority of these efforts aim
to minimize area and power and do not consider the
ever increasing problem of power supply noise which is
directly affected by the output of these design strategies.
Optimizing NoC design for power supply noise requires
a tool for modelling this noise to guide and evaluate the
optimization process. This paper’s aim is to provide such
a tool.
Power noise modelling requires models for both workload and power delivery grid. The workload models
determine the values and locations of the power consuming modules in the chip, while the power grid model
determines the supply voltage profile across the power
delivery grid in the presence of these workloads. This
section surveys the state-of-the-art in these two areas.
2.1 Power Grid Model
To analyze the power delivery grid in VLSI circuits, the
grid is modelled as an RLC network while loads are
often modelled as independent current sources [22] or
equivalent passive elements [23]. Determining the node
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voltages for an m node power grid model requires solving the following system of partial differential equations
(PDEs).
Gv(t) + Cv ′ (t) = i(t)

(1)

where G, C ∈ Rm×m are matrices representing memoryless elements (resistors) and memory elements (inductors and capacitors) respectively, while, v(t), i(t) ∈ Rm
are vectors of voltages and imposed independent current
sources at the grid nodes respectively. In this model, the
independent current sources are used to represent the
circuit activity across the chip.
Due to the enormous number of elements and nodes
in the grid, solving for the node voltages v(t) using
traditional circuit simulators, such as SPICE, is impractical in terms of both memory and simulation time.
This problem has been considered by many researchers.
Several solutions have been proposed to solve the power
grid size problem during both simulation and modelling.
For modelling, model order reduction (MOR) approaches were used to reduce model order before simulation. Multigrid-like [24], [25], hierarchical [26], [27],
partition-based [28] and Krylov subspace-based methods
[29] are examples of MOR. Other works focused on
reducing simulation time, for instance random walkbased simulation [30]. Most of these methods are based
on iterative computation, and they are difficult to use for
analysis that involves solving the model several times
due to their high computational demand. Alternative
direct methods are preferable in this case, particularly
when the interest is in the peak noise rather than the
time profile of the noise.
In [31] a fast and direct model to determine the peak
power supply noise is proposed. The power grid is modelled as a distributed RLC network excited by constant
voltage sources and switching capacitors (C Load ) are
used to model the on-chip circuit activity. The amount of
these capacitors, for a particular circuit, is determined by
the amount of charge (or energy) delivered to this circuit
during the switching time period ts . Approximating the
noise impulse with a linear ramp which reaches its
maximum at t = ts , the minimum voltage at node j in
the grid, Vjmin , is given by

Vjmin =



1 
λj

k
X

i=1,i6=j


k
X
1
Ci,j VDD  (2)
xi,j Vimin +
2
i=1,i6=j

Pk
Pk
where λj = i=1,i6=j xi,j + 21 i=1,i6=j Ci,j + CjLoad and
xi,j = t2s /(6Li,j + 3Ri,j ts ). Ri,j , Li,j and Ci,j are the
resistance, inductance and capacitance between nodes i
and j in the power grid, respectively, ts is the switching
time, and CjLoad is the equivalent capacitance of the load
at node j.
This model provides an accurate estimation of peak
power supply noise and a maximum error of 5% was
reported [31]. This power grid model can significantly
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reduce the simulation time. It would be an ideal candidate for developing a tool for real-time supply variations
evaluation. However, this model assumes known load
equivalent capacitances. In this work, these capacitances
dynamically change in real time, thus, this power grid
model can be adopted after introducing a technique
to determine these switching load capacitances for the
communication fabric of NoC. This load includes both
links and router switching as detailed in Section 3.2.

2.2 Workload Model
Considerable amount of literature have been published
on workload modelling for power grid analysis. Techniques that represent the workload with equivalent passive elements were reported. For example, in [23], a
macro model based on the effective impedance of the
current consumer is proposed. Other techniques that
are based on independent current source models are
also used. For example macro-models can be used to
determine the waveforms of these current sources. In
[22], a frequency domain current macro-model is proposed where the input vector pairs of the circuits are
partitioned according to the hamming distance and a
current macro-model is built for each distance using
regression. However, these workload models assume
computation workloads are independent current sources
or passive elements. Task dependencies and correlation
between the computational cores are ignored and hence
workload due to communication cannot be captured in
these models.
Independent current sources or passive elements can
be a reasonable representation of workloads for simple
logic or, to an extent, for microprocessors. For complex
on-chip communication systems, such as networks-onchip, dynamic power consumption through the on-chip
communication infrastructure imposes a significant variation in power and load. Therefore, an effective model
that captures the communication dynamics is required.
This model must integrate both the router circuit and
links workloads.
For the router circuit workload, a router microarchitectural power model [17] can be integrated with a circuit
activity simulator to characterize this workload.
A model for on-chip link is essential for determining
on-chip communication loads. In literature, a number
of current [32], energy [33], and power [34], [35] based
models for on-chip interconnects have been proposed.
On-chip interconnects are modelled as capacitively and
inductively coupled distributed RLC lines. In [32], an
analytical model for on-chip link current based on decoupling techniques is presented. On-chip link wires are
driven by exponential voltage source (VS ) and loaded
by capacitor (CL ). A two-port network with source and
load impedances is employed to derive a closed form
for wire current. The link current can be obtained using
decoupling transformation [34].
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3

M ETHODOLOGY

On-chip communication traffic produces a considerable
portion of the overall power supply noise in NoCs.
In contrast to conventional models for logic or microprocessors, this portion of engendered noise or VDD
variation would have an interesting correlation to the
spatial distribution of the traffic load which is a direct
result of the network-level design outcomes, such as
application mapping and routing path allocation (or
routing algorithm).
Power supply noise model requires a detailed consideration of both workload and power grid models. Fig.
1 illustrates the inputs, outputs and the models used
for power supply noise computation in NoCs in this
work. The technology and architectural parameter files,
in addition to the floorplan information are taken as
input to the model. These files are given to the NoC
power model to compute the power traces of NoC components. For router, we used the well known NoC router
power and area model Orion [17]. This model is fast,
accurate and easy to integrate with other models. More
importantly, this is an architecture-level model which
enables the macro-modelling of power grid workload
for NoCs. Application characteristics files are fed to an
NoC simulator to generate traffic information. The opensource SystemC-based NoC simulator, Noxim [36], is
modified and employed here because it supports a wide
range of traffic distributions and routing algorithms and
due to its efficiency and ease of configuration. Also, for
power grid model solution, the fast peak noise power
grid model proposed in [31] is adopted.
Integrating all these models in an automated flow
enables the computation of dynamic voltage variations
in NoCs. The tools and the benchmarks used in this work
are made available online [37]. The methods and tools
presented in this paper are applicable to a wide range
of topologies, including tree, mesh, torus etc. However,
for convenience we will describe it in the context of a
regular mesh topology.

4
NoC architecture
and implementation
parameter files

- NoC size,
- NoC topology,
- # of ports,
- # of buffers,
- link size,
- link activity,
- technology
parameters,
- VDD,
- frequency
- etc.

Mapping

Traffic
distribution

Chip and package
parameter files

NoC router
and links
power models
(ORION)

- chip floorplan,
- package
parameters.
- Power grid
topology.
- per unit length
R, L & C etc.
(PTM)

Dynamic and
static energy
of; buffers,
crossbar, switch
allocator, clock
and links.

NoCs cycle
accurate
simulator
(NOXIM)

Dynamic and
static
power
traces

- Application
characteristics
- # of tasks.
- bandwidth and
data volume
requirements.

Results
- Temporal and
spatial supply
voltage
variations

Application
characteristics
file

Fig. 1. Computational flow for NoC power supply noise
modelling.

implies that segment length and width decreases (grid
granularity increases) as we go from more global to more
local power grid nodes. Some nodes in the upper layers
are connected to package VDD (and ground) pads. These
pads are modelled as RL segments here.
As mentioned earlier, power grid analysis for the
whole grid is not practical due to the huge size of the
resulting model. Thus, exploiting the hierarchical nature
of power grids, power grid analysis can be performed
using a macro modelling approach. A lumped model is
used to characterize individual blocks in the chip and
power grid of appropriate granularity is considered [26].
In this work a macro model is considered for routers. The

3.1 Power Noise in Networks-on-Chip
Many design parameters can affect the spatial and temporal distribution of communication loads in NoCs.
Routing algorithms, traffic patterns, and packet injection
rates are examples of these parameters. Consequently,
NoC communication workloads have spatial and temporal distributions both are determined by the design
entities of the system [38], [39], [40]. This distribution in
time and space of communication loads is reflected as
spatial and temporal power supply noise distribution in
the power delivery grid.
Fig. 2 shows a general overview of a network-onchip and its power grid. The power grid is a grid of
metal wires, which can be modelled as an RLC network.
The power grid can have different topologies, e.g. mesh,
tree, and irregular. These grids usually span several
metal layers and they are hierarchical in nature. This

Power
delivery
network
model

Fig. 2. NoC power delivery network.
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Cch (k)
Crcircuit (k)
n
R
CHr
Gr
SW
Ψ
Er (k)
Eψ
αψ (r, k)
Ic h
g
lf
lX
Errorg
VX
Vf
Gf
GX
ticlk Q
tisetup
ti,j
wire
P r(Erri )
γi

TABLE 1
Definitions of symbols.

router is matched with a region of the power grid which
is determined by the floorplan information.
Fig. 3 illustrates links and routers of network-onchip. Router functional units and link’s equivalent circuit
including the drivers and loads are also shown. In this
work, the link wires are modelled as RLC interconnects
driven by exponential voltage sources and loaded by
capacitances (CL ). NoC workload consists of the switching workloads of both router circuits and links. Router
workload is due to internal router processes. These
processes are: receiving a flit, route computation, switch
allocation and switch traversal. Link workload is due to
the switching of its drivers and repeaters.

workload of both routers and links are characterized
by capacitance. This capacitance is determined by the
charge delivered to the circuit during the switching time
period.
h
wire 1

link 1

R dh

C dh

Router i
Routing and
arbitration

Input
buffer

Crossbar
switch

R dh

L dh

R dh L dh

wire 2

R dh

wire n
R dh L dh

R dh

CL

L dh
C dh

C dh

CL

L dh
C dh

C dh

Input
buffer

L dh
C dh

Router j
Wire loads

Crlinks (k)

Total load equivalent capacitance for router r.
Load equivalent capacitance for router r at cycle
k due to link traversals for all the links in the
router.
Load equivalent capacitance at cycle k due to link
traversal of router channel ch.
Load equivalent capacitance of router r at cycle
k due to circuit activity.
Number of wires in the NoC data link.
The set of all routers in the NoC.
The set of all channels in router r.
The set of power grid nodes responsible for delivering power to router r.
Vector of size n with elements representing the wire
switching direction, 0 for quiet, 1 for switching up
and -1 for switching down.
The set of microarchitectural-level processes executed
by NoC router.
Total energy delivered to router r at cycle .
Energy consumed when executing micro process ψ.
The number of occurrences of process ψ in router r
at cycle k.
The link current profile for channel ch.
Power grid granularity multiple used to map fine
grid to a coarse grid.
The fine power grid segment length.
The coarse power grid segment length.
Power supply noise error due to grid granularity
reduction.
Voltage for the coarse grained grid model.
Voltage for the fine grained grid model.
Fine grained (original) power grid.
Coarse grained (reduced) power grid.
Clock-to-Q delay of latch i.
Critical setup time of latch i.
The delay of wire i, j.
Probability of error for link i.
Utilization of link i

Wire drivers

Crtotal (k)

5

CL

Routing and
arbitration

Input
buffer

Crossbar
switch

On-chip Link
Input
buffer

link CH

Fig. 3. Illustration of the NoC routers connecting tiles
i and j, and the equivalent circuit of on-chip links from
router i (sender) to j (receiving). n: link size, h: link length,
CH: number of router channel.
Based on the above, we compute the router capacitive
load for router r ∈ R (see Table 1) in the power grid at
the k th switching cycle (CrLoad (k)) as:
Crload (k) = Crlinks (k) + Crcircuit (k).

(3)

where Crlinks (k) is load equivalent capacitance due to
link traversal of the flits at cycle k, and Crcircuit (k) is the
load equivalent capacitance due to router circuit activity
at cycle k. The capacitances here vary over time to reflect
dynamic communication load changes in the network.
3.2.1 Link Workload
Links traversal load is the summation of loads of all
cahnnel links of the router i.e.
Crlinks (k) =

X

Cch (k)

(4)

∀ch∈CHr

3.2 Compartmental Modelling for Communication
Fabrics

where, for mesh topology, the set of router channels are
CHr = {N orth, East, South, W est, Local}.
Channel’s link load capacitance at cycle k, Cch (k), can
be computed from link’s current profile at that cycle as
follows:
R Tclk
Ich (k, t)dt
Qch (k)
= 0
(5)
Cch (k) =
VDD
VDD

The data in NoCs are routed using routers. Routers
include a cross-bar switch (see Fig. 3) which, for mesh
topology, comprises four input/output channels for
global communication (north, east, south and west) and
one input/output channel for local communication. The
link is driven by drivers, which are part of the sending
router circuitry, this implies that link traversal power
is supplied by the flit forwarding router and the repeaters along the link path (if any). In our model, the

where Qch (k) is the total charge delivered to the channel
link at cycle k, Ich (k, t) is the current profile of the
channel link at cycle k, and Tclk is the clock frequency
period. In this work the link model proposed in [32] is
employed to compute this current profile after modifying the formula for total channel link current Ich to
include wire switching.
Let SW be a vector of size n (the number of link wires)
with elements swi that takes values of 0, 1 or -1, when
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wire i is quiet, switching up (0 → 1), or switching down
(1 → 0), respectively. The time profile of the current draw
of channel link at cycle k, Ich (k, t), can be expressed as:
Ich (k, t) =

n X
n
X

T
Mh,i
swi,ch,k

n
X

T
Mi,j
Ii,ch,k (t)

(6)

j=1

h=1 i=1

where Ii,ch,k is the current of wire i ∈ {1...n}, for the
channel link at cycle k, M is the decoupling transformation matrix [34] and swi,ch,k is the switching direction of
wire i at cycle k [32].
3.2.2

Router Workload

Router’s circuit capacitive load for a switching time
period can be computed from the energy consumed by
router’s circuit in this time period. This energy is determined by integrating an NoC simulator, to determine
the processes are taking place in the router at each cycle,
and a router power model, which determines the energy
consumed by each of these processes.
Let Ψ={RECEIVE, ROUTE, FORWARD, STANDBY}
be the set of microarchitectural-level processes that can
be executed by the router. These processes are receiving a flit, route computation, forwarding a flit, and no
activity (static energy), respectively. The energy of the
RECEIVE process is the energy required for writing to
the input buffer. ROUTE process energy is required for
route computation, which is only performed for header
flits (for wormhole routing). FORWARD process energy
is the summation of energies required for reading from
input buffer , switch allocation, switch traversal and link
traversal. Also, let α(r, k) be the number of occurrences
of process ψ ∈ Ψ in router r at cycle k. Now, the total
energy delivered to router r at cycle k, Er (k), can be
expressed as:
X
Er (k) =
Eψ .αψ (r, k).
(7)
∀ψ∈Ψ

where Eψ is the energy required by the router circuit to
execute process ψ. This energy, for a particular router
design, can be computed using a router microarchitectural power model, while, αψ can be determined using a
cycle accurate NoC simulator. The router load equivalent
capacitance at cycle k ( Crcircuit (k)) can now be computed
as follows:
Er (k)
Crcircuit (k) = 2
(8)
VDD
The load capacitance which results from Eq. 3 is used
to characterize the load in Eq. 2.
The following sections are based on the assumption
that router r is supplied with power through a set of
nodes (Gr ) in the power grid, and in line with [41],
[42], the resulting router load is divided equally over
the set Gr . The set Gr is determined by the floorplan
information, i.e. based on the geometrical structure of
the grid and areas and positions of the routers.
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3.3 Power Grid Granularity
In power grid simulation there are two techniques for
model solution, iterative and direct [27]. Due to the very
large grid size, the iterative technique is more suitable
for analyses which involve obtaining single system solution. For instance, the DC analysis of power grids.
On the other hand, direct technique is more convenient
when multiple model solutions are necessary. This is
the case for this work, thus, we used a coarse-grained
lumped model for the power grid in order to achieve
significant results in a practical simulation time. Power
grids designed for real VLSI circuits may contain tens of
thousands or even millions of nodes [43] which results in
impractical simulation time and memory requirements.
Thus, a coarse grid approach was used in many previous
works [24], [25], [44]. In these works a multi-grid based
model order reduction is used and the number of nodes
in the power grid is reduced by node elimination. The
analysis is performed on the reduced coarse grid. Then,
the solution is mapped back to the original (fine-grained)
grid using linear interpolation, taking into account the
values of conductances between the nodes.
During the mapping from the fine grid (Gf ) to the
coarse grid (GX ) the geometrical coordinates of the
nodes in GX must be equal to their counterparts in Gf
to preserve the structure of the grid. For regular mesh
topology, this mapping takes the ratio (g = llXf ) of the
segment length of the fine grid, lf , and the segment
length of the coarse grid, lX , as input (see Fig. 4). To
keep the total resistance equal, a segment’s width must
be increased in proportion to increasing its length.
The relative error of the voltage drop for node j ′ ∈ GX
due to grid granularity reduction can be expressed as
Errorg (j ′ ) =

∆Vf (j ′ ) − ∆VX (j)
× 100%,
∆Vf (j)

(9)

where ∆Vf and ∆VX are the voltage drops in the fine
and coarse grids, respectively, j and j’ are the nodes
in the fine grid and its counterpart in the coarse grid,
respectively.

Fig. 4. Illustration of the mapping from fine-grained to a
coarse-grained models of the power delivery grid.
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E XPERIMENTAL R ESULTS

AND

D ISCUSSION

4.1 Experimental Setup
To evaluate our model, we adopt the floorplan and
architecture of Intel’s TeraFlop tile [11]. A 38-bit communication links are assumed with 3 GHz frequency.
The technology used is 65 nm with nominal VDD =1V .
Tile dimensions are 2mm height and 1.5 mm width. The
computational units’ power traces are estimated using
results presented in [11].
For the power delivery network (PDN), we used a
lumped model which includes both on-chip and offchip power delivery network models. The on-chip PDN
consists of a global level mesh structure routed in the
top metal layers. Unless otherwise mentioned, the onchip power network is modelled as RLC mesh with a
grid segment length such that we have 5 × 5 granularity
per NoC tile. Based on our analysis (see Section 4.3) and
as suggested by [41], [45], this is enough for capturing
the power supply voltage variations across the chip with
reasonable accuracy and simulation time. The RLC values of the grid segments and link wires were determined
using PTM [46].
Orion [17] is used for router power computation. Communication traffic simulation is done using Noxim [36], a
SystemC-based NoC simulator. A Gaussian random distribution is assumed for the link switching activities and
a Poisson distribution for the packet injection. A uniform
buffer size of 16 flits and a packet length of 3 flits are
assumed. These values are in line with Intel’s TeraFlop
NoC configuration [11]. These models are integrated in
an automated flow to compute the power supply voltage
variations as a function of activity for on-chip networks
(Fig. 1).

4.3 Granularity Analysis
The impact of power grid granularity on both model
accuracy and simulation time is also evaluated. A power
grid for an area of 1mm2 is simulated assuming a
load of 38-wire link computed using Eq. 6. VDD drop
across the grid is determined with different power grid
granularities. Coarser grids are generated by doubling
the grid segment lengths and widths to preserve the
resultant resistance.
Table 2 shows the results of this analysis for a grid
granularity starting from 40×40 (6400 nodes) down to 5×
5 (25 nodes). Taking SPICE simulation of the 40×40 grid
as a baseline, both relative error (Eq. 9) and simulation
time are shown.
Results show that model accuracy decreases when the
granularity of the model is quartered. On the other hand,
simulation speed rapidly increases with granularity due
to higher model order reduction. Considering fixed grid
granularity per tile, the simulation time increases linearly with the NoC size (number of tiles) due to the
fact that the number of power grid nodes will increase
linearly with the number of tiles.

1.0
model
node voltage (V)

4

7

SPICE

0.98
0.96
0.94
0.92

4.2 Model Verification
Firstly, we performed an experiment to evaluate the
accuracy of our model. The power trace of a 3 ×
3 NoC is computed under the T ranspose traffic (in
which tile(i, j) sends packets to tile(j, i)) that results
from the NoC simulator for a packet injection rate of
0.015 packets/cycle/node. Then, a SPICE netlist of the circuit is generated. In this netlist the workload is modelled
as triangular current sources. The peaks of these current
sources are computed based on power traces taken from
the router and link power models and the activity of
the NoC. This will enable the evaluation of the voltage
variations resulting from integrating all the components
of the model together (activity, power, and grid models).
This circuit netlist is simulated in SPICE to obtain the
resulting grid node voltages. The same scenario is also
simulated using our model following the methodology
described in Section 3. Power grid node voltages obtained from both the model and SPICE are presented in
Fig. 5, which shows good matching with a mean relative
error of only 4.7%.

0.90
0

50

100
150
node number

200

Fig. 5. Comparison of node voltages between the proposed computational model with SPICE simulation for a
3 × 3 NoC configuration.

lX
(µm)
25
25
50
100
200

lf
(µm)
25
25
25
25
25

#of
nodes
40 × 40 (1600)
40 × 40 (1600)
20 × 20 (400)
10 × 10 (100)
5 × 5 (25)

g=
lX /lf
1
1
2
4
8

Errorg
(%)
1.98
6.07
8.6
11.85

time
(s)
8.9
1.152
0.155
0.022
0.006

using
SPICE
model
model
model
model

TABLE 2
Comparison between the proposed model with different
power grid granularities with SPICE simulation.
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Fig. 6. VDD drop for different routing algorithms versus
PIR.
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Fig. 7. VDD drop for traffic patterns versus PIR.
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throughput
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In this section we present and discuss the results of
power supply noise caused by different synthetic traffic
patterns and routing algorithms. A 6 × 6 NoC is considered here. Traffics used are Random, Transpose, and
Hotspot. For the Random traffic each tile sends data to
all other tiles with equal probability. For the Transpose
case tile(i, j) sends packets to tile(j, i). For the Hotspot
traffic pattern the four central tiles receive an extra 5%
in addition to the uniform (Random) traffic. We also
considered four routing algorithms; XY, Odd-Even (OE),
Fully-Adaptive and Negative-First (NF).
The number of clock cycles necessary for capturing the
characteristics of the workload differs from one application to another. For synthetic traffic it is noticed that the
power traces have been constantly repeated after 10,000
clock cycles. However, the model is run for 100,000 clock
cycles to guarantee the coverage of all workload characteristics. The resulting VDD drop is plotted for different
routing algorithms (Fig. 6) and traffic distributions (Fig.
7) for a range of packet injection rates. The peak and
mean drops are shown for both figures. The achieved
throughputs for these routing algorithms and traffics are
also shown in Fig. 8. Spatial VDD drops under these
traffics and routing algorithms are given in Figures 9 and
10 respectively for a PIR of 0.015 packets/cycle/node.
Note that in general there is a considerable increase
in VDD drop with PIR. This is expected since a higher
packet injection rate leads to a higher throughput which
increases the switching activity of the routers and data
links and, in turn, raises the current draw causing a
higher VDD drop. However, different routing algorithms
and traffics behave differently in terms of VDD drop with
the increase of PIR.
For instance, consider the NF routing algorithm. For
low PIR (< 0.015) it can be noticed that it causes higher
peak (Fig. 6(a)) and mean (Fig. 6(b)) drops than the XY
and OE, although it achieves the same throughput (and
thus consumes the same power) within this PIR range
(see Fig.8(a)). This is due to the fact that NF algorithm
tends to migrate the traffic to the negative quarter of
the NoC mesh as can be seen in Fig. 9(d). This can
create hotspots that would suffer higher supply drop
due to unbalanced power density. On the other hand,
both XY and OE have more harmonic spatial workloads
compared to NF which leads to lower supply drop.
At high PIR (> 0.015) the VDD drop for both NF and
XY is less than that of OE due to the fact that OE achieves
higher throughput compared to XY and NF at this PIR
range. This is becuase the NoC starts to saturate and
throughput decreases for the latter two which is not the
case for OE (see Fig. 8(a)).
Looking at the traffic patterns, we can see that the
Hotspot traffic causes higher VDD peak drop due to the
centric nature of this traffic distribution and for the same
reasons discussed above. This drop reduces at higher
PIR (> 0.015) due to the reduced throughput caused by

saturation. Random traffic results in higher throughput
at this range of PIR (Fig. 8(b)) which causes higher peak
and mean drops.
Figures 9 and 10 show the spatial distributions of
selected routing algorithms and traffics, respectively. In
general, it can be observed that the power supply drop
which results from a traffic/routing is determined by
the amount of the workload of this traffic/routing and
increases with this workload. Also, the spatial distribution of a traffic/routing workload plays an important
role here. Highly unbalanced traffic/routing can lead to
significantly higher power supply noise compared to the
balanced traffic/routing, even for the same amount of
workload.
Table 3 summarizes the results of peak and mean
VDD drops for the considered set of traffics and routing
algorithms.

throughput

4.4 Synthetic Traffics and Routing Algorithms

8

0.16
0.14
0.12
0.1
0.08
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0.02
0.005

Random
Transpose
Hotspot
0.01
0.015
0.02
0.025
PIR (packet/cycle/node)

(b)

Fig. 8. Throughput for differnet (a) routing algorithms, and
(b) traffic patterns.

4.5 Real Traffic
To generate a realistic communication scenario, a generic
complex MultiMedia System (MMS) which comprises
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Fig. 9. Spatial distribution of mean VDD drop (%) for different routing algorithms and Transpose traffic.
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Fig. 10. Spatial distribution of mean VDD drop (%) for different synthetic traffics with XY routing.

TABLE 3
Summary of VDD drop (%). Results of four different
routing algorithms and three traffic patterns.

H263 video encoder, an H263 video decoder, an MP3
audio encoder, and an MP3 audio decoder is used [20].
We considered three mapping strategies to map this
benchmark to a 5 × 5 NoC; maximizing performance
(minimizing packet latency) [21], minimizing energy [47]
and a random mapping. The resulting VDD drops in the
presence of the resulting three traffic patterns are computed using our tool. The power trace for this benchmark
is found to be periodic with a period of nearly 70,000
clock cycles. The simulations are run for 100,000 cycles
to guarantee the coverage of workload characteristics.
Fig. 11 shows the spatial distribution of power supply drop. It can be seen that performance and energy
mappings are relatively close to each other in terms
of VDD drop. However, the energy-aware mapping has
slightly higher peak drop compared to performanceaware mapping. It can also be seen that in this instance
of random mapping there is considerably higher drop
compared to performance and energy mappings. This
is caused by not only higher power for this mapping
(14W compared to 10.4W for the performance mapping
and 9.8W for the energy mapping), but also due to the

spatial distribution of this power profile which results in
higher power (and thus current) density in the central
tiles and leads to higher voltage drop.
Fig. 12 plots the traffic (in terms of routed flits) and
the corresponding VDD drop with time for two tiles from
the MMS benchmark with performance mapping. This
figure illustrates very high correlation between traffic
and supply drop. This can be explained by the fact that
power dissipation in NoCs is strongly correlated with
the network traffic load. Thus higher traffic is reflected
as higher current draw increasing supply drop on the
power grid. This also implies that higher/lower temporal variation of traffic (Fig. 12(a)) results in higher/lower
variation of VDD increasing power supply noise (Fig.
12(b)). It can be noticed that the DC component of VDD
drop is highly correlated to the average of the traffic
while the AC component is correlated to the temporal
variation of traffic.
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Fig. 12. Temporal variations of routed traffic and the
corresponding VDD drop for buzy (tile 11) and quite (tile
22) tiles, under the MMS traffic.
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5

C ASE S TUDY: T IMING AND E RROR A NAL YSIS OF L INKS IN THE P RESENCE OF P OWER
S UPPLY VARIATIONS
Power supply noise modelling for NoCs can find many
applications in the evaluation and design space exploration at various levels. Power grid integrity analysis,
power supply noise-aware application mapping, and
floor planning, are examples of these applications. However, our tool can also be used to analyze the impact
of the resulting VDD variations on timing accuracy for
the circuit dominated paths [1], or link dominated paths,
such as communication links and clock distribution
networks [48], [49]. Here we perform a power supply
variations-aware statistical timing analysis of NoC links
which enables the computation of the probability of
switching errors for data links comprising the NoC
communication fabric.
5.1 Power Supply Variations Impact on Link Delay
A major impact of power supply noise on performance
can be seen by its impact on delay. Power supply voltage
drops can cause significant increases in delay for circuit
dominated as well as interconnect dominated paths [48],
[50]. This delay could lead to violations of timing constrains in these paths and thus generate soft errors. It
has been reported that for these timing constraints to
be met for a 20% of supply variation, a 42% decrease
in frequency is required for 65nm technology [48]. To
compute the probability of switching error due to timing
delays under power supply variations, a full knowledge
of the VDD variation distribution is needed. Also, a
delay versus VDD relationship for various components
of the link is necessary. The delay components of on-chip
global interconnects are illustrated in Fig. 13. Considering a synchronous data path between two tiles, i and
j, of a NoC data link and assuming a zero clock skew
between these two, the sum of the clock-to-Q delay of
the sending Flip-Flop (ticlk Q ), the wire delay between
the two FFs (ti,j
wire ) in addition to the setup time of
the receiving FF (tjsetup ) must not exceed the link clock
period Tclk [51] i.e.
ticlk

Q

j
+ ti,j
wire + tsetup < Tclk .

(10)

i

t setup

ti,jwire

ticlk_Q
buffer 1
D

R1

L1

buffer 2

R2

L2

tjsetup tjclk_Q
buffer n

Rn

Ln

Q

FF i

C1

D

C2

Cn

Q

FF j

:one cycle link delay

Fig. 13. A model of on-chip link illustrating the delay
components and timing constrains [51].

Violation to this timing constraint would lead to switching errors in the link.
To perform timing analysis, and in line with [1], [50],
we adopt a quadratic approximation to determine the
impact of VDD drop on these delay components, i.e.
td (∆VDD ) = k1 + k2 (∆VDD ) + k3 (∆VDD )2

(11)

where, td (∆VDD ) is any of the link timing components
on the left hand side of Eq. 10 and ki (i=1,2,3) are
technology dependant constants. Assuming 65 nm technology, we simulated an edge triggered D FF, which
comprises two master-slave D latches, in SPICE and
obtained the clock-to-Q and setup times of the FF under
VDD variation. We also obtained the wire delay for
a 2mm length buffered wire. Fig. 14 plots the delay
obtained for tclk Q , twire and tsetup when VDD drop is
varied from 0% (VDD = 1.0V ) to 25% (VDD = 0.75V ) of
nominal supply voltage with a step of 5% (50mV ). Using
these results, analytical formulas relating the clock-toQ delay, setup time and wire delays to VDD drop are
obtained using regression.
5.2 Probability of Timing Violation Errors and Bit
Error Rates
Using our model, we obtained the distribution of VDD
for all chip components. In general the obtained VDD
distribution consists of a DC component (or IR) drop,
which results in shifting the mean of the the VDD distribution and an AC component(or ∆I droop), which
results in variation of VDD . Using the formulas for
link delay (Eq. 11), a statistical timing analysis can be
performed to obtain the distribution of the resulting link
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Now, the the bit error rate (BER) for all the NoC links
(assuming links to be independent) can be computed as
follows:
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(14)
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VDD drop.
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0
290

P r(Errl ) = P r(tl > Tclk )

(12)

where tl is the total link delay which is computed in the
presence of VDD variations for that link using Eq. 11.
Fig. 15 shows the results of this analysis for the MMS
benchmark with maximum performance mapping. Fig.
15(a) shows the distribution of delay means (skews) for
all links and Fig. 15(b) shows the distribution of delay
STDs (jitters) for these links. It is found that links with
the highest error probability belong to the tile, which
suffers the highest VDD drop, tile 2, as can be seen in
Fig. 11(a).
Using the probability of error for each link the average
bit error rate (BER) for the NoC can be computed.
Given the application and mapping characteristics, let
the relative utilization of a NoC link l be γl which is
the ratio of the data volume communicated through this
link (νl ) to the total data volume communicated in the
NoC. Thus, the relative utilization of the link can be
characterized as:
νl
(13)
γl = P
∀i,j∈{N } νi,j
where {N } is the set of all nodes (tiles) in the NoC and
νi,j is the data volume that needs to be communicated
between tile i (as a source) and tile j (as a consumer).

300
305
310
315
mean of link delay (ps)

320

(a) Distribution of links delay (mean)
20
occurances (%)

delay variations due to power supply variations for all
NoC links. Thus, IR drop translates into a delay skew
and ∆I droop translates into delay jitter for these links.
For FFs, (tclk Q ) and tsetup are computed from the VDD
of the sending and receiving tiles respectively. The wire
delay (twire ) is computed using the VDD between the
sending and receiving tiles.
The resulting delay distribution of a link can be used
to estimate the probability of timing error due to power
supply variations for that link. We estimate this probability as the portion of the delay distribution that does
not satisfy the constraint in Eq. 10. In other words the
probability of timing error on link l, P r(Errl ), can be
expressed as:

295
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STD of link delay (ps)
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6

(b) Distribution of links delay (std)

Fig. 15. Links delay statistics for the MMS benchmark
using maximum performance mapping.
is the average switching activity of link l. The switching
activity αl is the average spatial activity of the link which
is determined by the average hamming distance between
consecutive flits, while γl can be seen as the average
switching activity in time. Both are in the range of 01.
For the MMS benchmark with performance mapping
and assuming αl is 25% the average BER is found to be
5.9476 × 10−6. On the other hand, when energy mapping
is considered the NoC expereinces slightly higher drop
(see Fig. 11) and BER increases to 2.9 × 10−5 .
To illustrate the impact of increased communication
workloads in terms of network throughput on BER for
various traffic scenarios, Fig. 16 plots BER for different
synthetic traffics with throughput. It can be noticed
that BER increases exponentially with throughput for
all traffics. However, due to different hotspot and traffic
distributions, different traffics experience different BERs.
Higher and more concentrated traffics lead to higher
BER as can be seen for the Hotspot traffic in Fig. 16.

6

C ONCLUSION

In this work, an integrated tool to capture the impact
of on-chip communication workloads on power delivery

bit error rate (log)
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Fig. 16. Bit error rate versus throughput for various
synthetic traffics.

grid is presented. This tool is dedicated for NoCs. It integrates a NoC simulator, on-chip link model, NoC power
and area models, and a fast power grid model to provide
a comprehensive simulation and system analysis. The
granularity of the power grid model would contribute to
the degree of accuracy of the analysis. Compared to the
SPICE simulation, error of the power grid model is less
than 2% and increases linearly with the granularity of the
grid. The developed tool also provides detailed analysis
for power supply variation based on the traffic distributions and routing algorithms. The practicality of the
proposed model is further exemplified through a case
study. Detailed statistical timing analysis for communication links delay is presented. This enables the study of
impact of power supply noise based on communication
delay for different communication workloads and traffic
patterns. The results from such analyses can be used
to determine a high-level performance metric, such as
probability of error and bit error rates. Comprehensive
analyses of power grid and accurate communication link
models are crucial to power supply integrity evaluation.
This proposed method would lead to a robust evaluation
of NoC-based multi-core systems in early design stages.
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